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Pac-Man World 2 Boss FAQ
by DogFoodGonBad

This walkthrough was originally written for Pac-Man World 2 on the GC, but the walkthrough is still applicable to
the PS2 version of the game.
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1. Introduction I 

Hello my name is Dog-Food-Gon-Bad and I'm here to tell you about Pac- 
man world 2! It's a fun game but not my favorite. My favorite game for  
Game cube or computer would probably be star wars Rogue Leader 2. I  
made an F-A-Q about it on this site. Just go to star wars rogue  
squadron and hit "Star Wars Rogue Squadron Rogue Leader II". My  
walkthrough is of course by Dog-Food-Gon-Bad. 

First off you'll need to read this entire guide for ALL the information  
on this game. When I posted this guide there was only one or two guides  
about this Pac-man thing so I wanted to make a guide! 

This guide one of my shortest and it's not a joke. This guide is to be  
used for gaming and video purposes only NOT on other off topic sites  
like "worst Walkthroughs ever" sites etc.  

Thank you and treat you're permission to use my E-mail address properly  
by not sending Spam, junk mail, or other off topic things. Once again,  
thank you!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------   

2. The Pac-People II 

The Pac-people lived peaceful lives until the evil lord spooky came to  
attack their town! 

Pac man defeated him and his army and the spooky lord was sealed away  
forever. 

One night about a year later a group of ghosts came! 

The ghost tribe wanted to advance their strength and to do that they  
must have the golden fruit that the Pac people had stored in their  
magical tree. 

The fruit was what gave the tree its magic ability to hold any thing  



and to make its owners strong! 

When spooky lord was defeated he was then trapped inside the tree and  
everything was peaceful again. 

The ghosts creped into the village being very quiet and plucked off all  
the golden fruit from the tree making the tree powerless. 

The spooky lord returned and made the ghosts his followers. 

They disappeared and in order to transfer all of the golden fruit to  
spooky, each fruit would have to travel in the canyon, through the  
forest, over the mountain, into the volcano, under the sea in a  
submarine & across to spooky's Isle. 

There he would control the world! 

It's up to you to stop him from his plot to use the fruit. 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

3. Controls III 

    

   ___ 
  (_D_) = Control stick/Move around 
   Gray 
   ___ 
  /L  | = L button/Change camera view 1 (If held will hold Pac-Man) 
   Gray 
   ___ 
  |  R\ = R button/Change camera view 2 (If held will focus) 
   Gray   
    _
  _| |_ 
 |_ D _| = D pad/Move around (same as Control stick) 
   |_| 
   Gray 
     
    O    = Start-Pause/Pause game 
   Gray 
    
   ( X ) = X button/Nothing 
   Gray 



    
   ( Y ) = Y button/Nothing 
   Gray 
    ______
    ___ 
   (_A_) = A button/Jump 
   Green 
    
(B) = B button/Rev-roll if held 
Red 

(C)  = C stick/Look around 

*    *    *   *   *   *   *   * 
Special Moves 

Flip-kick = Press B when jumping 

Jump forward = Press forward on D pad or Control stick when  
jumping 

Jump backward = Press backward on D pad or control stick when  
jumping. 

Hang off cliff edge = Jump of cliff (not to far), Then press  
forward as fast as you can. You will hang onto the cliff as  
long as you want. 

But bounce = Rapidly press the A button. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

BOSS F-A-Q

4. BOSS/walkthrough IV 

This boss walkthrough goes through Pinky's and that's it... 
I'm working on the rest as we speak! (That makes no sense) 

Just wanted you to know! 

----------------------- 
1. Blinky's killer frog  
----------------------- 
Speech 1: Pac-man?!? 
Speech 2: Spooky says ya can't have that golden fruit thingy. 
Speech 3: My big froggie tongue should get ya! 
Speech 4: As long as you don't butt-bounce on it~ 
  
    Start: First move forward A.S.A.P (as son as possible) then turn  
and look at the fence thing with a ball on the end that comes out of  
his mouth (supposedly the froggie tongue), then get in front of him  
again. He will jump towards you and you'll fall back. Now start butt  
bouncing on the ground around the edge of the circle that is the  
battlefield until he shoots the tongue out. Butt-bounce on it and then  
move left around the circle still butt-bouncing. When he turns his head  



all the way so he can look at you then butt-bounce back to be you  
started from. He will then jump across the circle so you have a good  
distance between him and you. Move to the left or right and when you  
hear the ding, ding, ding of his tongue then butt-bounce staying in one  
place all the time. He will stick his tongue out to the left or right  
of you and still stay in one place because he's going to move it  
towards you and poke someone's eye out! Still butt-bounce and if you  
got the butt-bounce just right you will hit his moving froggie tongue! 
Now he will be very angry and jump right up to you for a little  
greeting of. A foggie tongue! This is some sort of glitch that really  
works, press hard up to the invisible wall that are the boundary's of  
the battlefield. This may not work for you if you have a PS2 but on my  
system the froggie tongue doesn't come out, instead he jumps above  
you're head and then it will count as a hit! So he starts to talk. 

Speech 5: My big froggie tongue! 
Speech 6: Ill get ya with something that can't break! 
Speech 7: Let's see how ya deal with steel! 
Speech 8: And don't even think about rev rolling  
Pac-man speech 1: (What's that glowing thing in his mouth?) 

Immediately he will shoot his tongue at you move to the left and start  
to but bounce then he'll shoot out the metal tongue! Butt-bounce onto  
it and then start to rev roll. Aim you're rev roll at the glowing thing  
in his mouth and let go! If you miss you get hurt badly if you get it  
correctly it will hurt him! Go all the way to the back of the field and  
to frog will jump ALL the way over to the other side of the field. The  
when you hear the ding, ding, ding of his bell butt-bounce to the right  
get onto it, rev roll and he gets hurt again. If collapses you beat him  
if he doesn't then wait till he dose it again and then rev roll his  
mouth. You get the golden cherrys!     

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------------- 
2. Inky's blade-O-matic 
----------------------- 
   
Speech 1: Come for the golden fruit Pac-man? 
Speech 2: Spooky wanted me to think of a good cut-down if you ever got  
to me. 
Speech 3: I think my saw blades should do the trick! 
Pac-man speech 1: Hmmm. That contraption doesn't look very strong. 
Pac man speech 1: Some Rev-rolls into the body or some butt-bounces on  
the glass should do the trick. 

This guy is a lot harder than the last but he still has more than one  
weak point giving us an advantage! The boss looks for where you attack  
him and then he will start to go hard on you. The two ways as Pac-man  
said are to crush his cockpit or rev roll on him. If you rev roll on  
him the game will look for you on the ground but if you switch back and  
fourth then it's a little more fun and it gives you an advantage! So  
any-way start of by moving forward onto the platform with the spinning  
health wedge. If you can, hop onto the bouncy thing and you'll have a  
less chance of getting hit by his saw blades when you're farther away.  
Wait there until he moves in front of the tree you're standing on! Now  
butt-bounce the bouncy thing and you'll fly directly over his head. Now  
as fast as you can press and hold the A button until you fall and hit  
the glass on top of his head! Now butt-bounce down onto the center tree  



and butt-bounce so you don't get hurt, pleas. 

He will move around to the opposite side of the tree you were just on.  
Butt-bounce around the center tree and try not to get hit by the saw  
blades, if you do, pick up a health wedge on the side trees. When he  
stops for the 5th or 6th time then Rev-roll his mouth A.S.A.P then. 

Speech 4: Think you're pretty smart, don't you?!  
Speech 5: I'll knock you off that platform! 

This part is easy! Turn to the left one rev roll ramp and go into rev  
roll mode. Wait until you see his backside and rev roll his butt! When  
he's stunned them move forward to the platform in front of you and  
wait for him to get in front of you. Then Butt-bounce the bouncy thing and  
hit him on the head again. 

Speech 6: Looks like you could still use a close shave! 

Jump to the left and right staying on the middle tree and he will miss  
you every time he chucks saws. Then move forward to the closest side  
tree and once again wait for him to get over to you. Butt-bounce the  
glass and then hop over to the middle platform and then straight  
across to the other tree. When he comes to get you butt bounce him on  
the glass one last time and you win! You get the golden strawberry!   

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

----------------- 
Pinky's Revenge!! 
----------------- 

Speech 1: Oh, Pac-man. 
Speech 2: You want this stupid golden fruit. Don't you? 
Speech 3: Spooky was right! You've never wanted me. 
Speech 4: Well, if I can't have you... 
Speech 5: Nobody will! 

Ok just move forward onto the platform to your upper left. Anyway  
this boss has a bit of the first two in her the  
shape and attack style comes from Inky and the evil comes from  
Blinky! Once on the upper left rock then turn & face Pinky.  
She will fire 3 balls of snow at you and they leave this odd  
trail of snow behind! Don't get hit by these but if you do then just get the 
gold health wedge! That's why we came up here. When she's done run quickly over  
to the center snow rock & go to the Rev-roll ramp on you're right.  
Wait till she comes around in front of you and Rev-roll her.  
(I recommend holding rev roll wail you're waiting for  
her to get over there to save time). If you rev roll her & hit her  
she will lean backwards and don't fall off just yet set the controller down  
stay on her face! Because you stayed on and didn't fall off the game  
will think you hit her twice. This will cause her to 
talk more! :( If you just started and you can't do this trick instead of  
trying over and over just read this part! If you didn't get to use my trick 
read this: Okay now wait till she's done shooting balls at you and move to the 
Rev-ramp directly across from you and then to the right one A.K.A the Ramp on 
you're left after you hit her once. Then hold Rev-roll and wait for her to get 
over there. Then Rev-roll her and talk will come! 

Speech 6: You're just playing hard to get. Aren't you? 



Go to the Rev-ramp on you're right wait for her to come round rev roll her  
etc. Do this twice but remember to go to the rev-ramp on you're left the  
second time when she's done Icing you... 

Speech 7: This is no way to treat a lady! 

Go to the platform on you're right and move back and fourth so  
she doesn't hit you. Get close to her this time when she's firing balls at you 
and the doubles will shoot  
like this OOO = Pinky / \ = balls O = Pac-man 
OOO 
/O\  
Watch out for the singles get back a little and then jump or move away.  
Then you know what to do. You can get her on your own this time... 

Speech 8: I'm through playing with you! 

For this part, just repeat second and third paragraph.  
(you can see I'm getting a little board with the same thing over and over)... 

You get the golden apple! 

More to come... I'M WORKING ON IT OKAY! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

F-A-Q List: 

Q* Is pinky in love with pac-man? If so does pac-man love her? 
A* Yes, she loves him and no I don't think pac-man loves her 

Q* I loved your guide and it was very detailed in the boss FAQ when will you 
put it on the web? 
A* Whoever looks at it now is going to see its on the web! 

=================================================================== 
  
Credits and special thanks! 

My friend Nick! - He was the one who got me to buy the game in the  
first place.  
Without him this walkthrough wouldn't be an honorable success! 

Me - I well wrote the guide! Duh?! 

My dad - for buying me a computer to type this! 

Pac-man game creators! - For making a wonder-full sound track  
and game! 

Leo Chan - For taking the time to post and handle this website! 

Game FAQs - Just for being here... 

My dad's friend's son's friend - For showing me the Game FAQs web site! 

Well it's been fun! 

Don't send me SPAM or stuff like  



Hi Im MaTt AnD I StInKK!!!! 
Tell me the subject in the subject bar when you E-mail me to. Okay 

All my work is copyrighted and E-mail me before using ANY of my stuff! 

Copyright 2006 Coleman Gariety 

My E-mail address is, timmy_wrinkle@hotmail.com 

Don't forget to look at my guide under rogue squadron 2! 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ending: Well as I said it's been fun, playing with pac-man in pac-land! 
I hope you enjoyed my guide and don't forget to look at my guide for  
rogue squadron 2 on this site! It's awesome. I also enjoyed Cyric's  
guide or however you say that. BYE! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Version history: 

This is version: [0.50] 
1. I'm planning to finish the boss faq in this update!  
Maybe add some cheats 

2. 

3. 

4. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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